The Essentials Collection consists of different exotic stone looks. All of these looks are offered in colors that fit today's trends. This attractive line in the popular 12"x24" format at near entry level price points is sure to excite your customers.

**Technical Information**

- **Primary Colors:** Beige, Gray, Off-White, White
- **Material Type:** Glazed Ceramic
- **Finish:** Matte

**Installation**

1/8" Grout Size is recommended on all tile installation. When installing rectangular tiles a less than 33% staggered brick lay is strongly recommended.

**Disclaimer:**

Variation in shade is an inherent attribute of porcelain tile. To ensure customer satisfaction: Make sure to look over all tiles before installing. Please select tile from same lot: same size, and numerical shade. Intersperse tiles throughout your job from different boxes. Rotate the tiles so there won't be repetitive patterns.

*No claims accepted after tile installation.*